has, in fact, created much uncertainty about the scope of any trademark.' 9 Truly famous and not famous marks alike claim to be famous for purposes of the FTDA. The uncertainty regarding fame detracts from the predictability of any trademark cause of action and, therefore, actually detracts from a rational litigant's desire to incur the cost of trademark dilution litigation and file suit. Perhaps this is why there is almost no reported litigation regarding the FTDA today. 20 This uncertainty has encouraged trademark holderS21 to engage in speculation (also known as trademark extortion or trademark bullying). Trademark holders feel compelled to make spurious claims that their marks are famous and therefore a justifiable cause of action under the FTDA.
2 ' The FTDA has encouraged trademark holders to see their trademark rights as a mere commodity, the value of which can be enhanced to the extent that people acquiesce to spurious claims of fame or spurious claims that are perceived as leading to fame of their trademark. 24 It is a good and appropriate thing that trademark holders have come to view their trademarks as an asset. 
21.
Rather than "owners," I refer to the entity who claims a trademark to be the "holder" of the mark. "Owner" contributes to the unjustifiable rhetoric that a trademark is subject to property ownership when it is not. The right to exclude others from using the same or similar mark on the same or similar products is a property right; however, the mark itself is never subject to property ownership. Dilution, of course, changes this calculus. Dilution subjects the mark to near absolute ownership; however, as this so-called ownership was never contemplated by the Commerce Clause or the Lanham Act, I prefer using the appropriate term to describe what a trademark claimant does: holding rather than owning.
22. Trademark extortion or bullying is the practice of "a trademark holder assert[ing] a nonfamous mark against a non-competing entity [ source identifying function of a trademark has no rational relationship to whether a trademark is asserted against a third party, the balance between using the trademark as a source identifier and the mere enforcement of trademark for perceived financial gain leads to the commodification of trademarks. This is not what the United States Constitution, the Lanham Act, or the common law upon which it is based, allows. 26 The commodification of trademarks has led American trademark holders away from seeing the mark as an indicator of source and into seeing the trademark exclusively as a commodity upon which returns can be recognized. The conceptual challenge here is that the FTDA encourages trademark holders to see their trademark as a commodity to be bought and sold like any other commodity and encourages them to forget the first principle in trademark jurisprudence: the mark is first an indicia of source" and is nothing when used other than appurtenant to the goodwill associated with that mark. Congress enacted the Lanham Act in 1946 in order to provide national protection for trademarks used in interstate and foreign commerce.... Previous federal legislation, such as the Federal Trademark Act of 1905 ... reflected the view that protection of trademarks was a matter of state concern and that the right to a mark depended solely on the common law. ... Consequently, rights to trademarks were uncertain and subject to variation in different parts of the country. Because trademarks desirably promote competition and the maintenance of product quality, Congress determined that "a sound public policy requires that trademarks should receive nationally the greatest protection that can be given them."
holders perceive a gain by speculating on the underlying value of the trademark devoid of its functioning to identify source. 29 This leads us far afield from the original intent of congressional protection of trademarks.
This Article is an explication of the trend toward commodification of famous or putatively famous trademarks and the resultant urging that the FTDA be repealed. This Article starts with a literature review showing that the vast majority of commentators have been severely critical of the FTDA. 30 This has been ignored by Congress. The Article next pursues Congress's blind support of the FTDA and suggests that more thought and analysis from Congress is still required." The Article next explains the data regarding FTDA claims.
32 All reported cases from 1996 through 2015 are coded and examined.
3 3 The conclusion, looking at the data, is that the FTDA cause of action is going away. 34 It has been rarely used in enforcement actions, it is much less likely to be successful than other trademark litigation, and the downward trend of enforcement continues. Finally, the Article considers commodification of trademarks and how we are all negatively impacted by it.
35

II. No TRADEMARK RIGHTS [N GROSS
Historically, trademark rights have not been an in gross right in the United States. 36 Since 1996, trademark dilution rights under the FTDA have been granted in gross." This may be the precise reason why there 29. Of course, as a commodity, the trademark has been valued in other contexts such as for purposes of the Securities and Exchange Commission, etc. However, these purposes are external from trademark jurisprudence. Also, although there is nothing normatively wrong with the commodification of trademarks, if we are to commodify trademarks within trademark jurisprudence, it ought to be done intentionally not as an unintended after effect to the FTDA. trademark is an identifier, not a freestanding piece of intellectual property; hence the rule that a trademark cannot be sold in gross, that is, without the assets that create the product that it identifies."); Marshak v. Green, 746 F.2d 927, 929 (2d Cir. 1984 ) ("A trade name or mark is merely a symbol of goodwill; it has no independent significance apart from the goodwill it symbolizes.").
15 U.S.C. § I 125(c)(1) states:
Subject to the principles of equity, the owner of a famous mark that is distinctive, inherently or through acquired distinctiveness, shall be entitled to an injunction against another person who, at any time after the owner's mark has become famous, commences use of a mark or trade name in commerce that is likely to cause dilution by blurring or dilution by tamishment of the famous mark, regardless of the presence or absence of actual or likely confusion, of competition, or of actual economic injury.
THlE COMMODIFICA TION OF TRADEMARKS
is a judicial reticence to apply the FTDA as it seems to be intended in any given case." That is, courts apparently do not believe the statute as written and struggle mightily to apply some brakes. When considering the FTDA and famous marks under it and all other trademarks under the regular provisions of the Lanham Act, it is significant to keep this distinction in mind. The FTDA is a departure from 200-plus years of common law trademark protection in the United States." The confusion over the FTDA is only heightened by the fact that the Lanham Act is an act that codifies the common law, it does not grant new rights.
40 If the Lanham Act granted new rights, the argument went in 1947 when it was adopted, it would be unconstitutional. 4 1 It is hard to imagine the FTDA as anything other than granting new rights and the source of these new rights is the fact that the FTDA grants rights in gross when no trademark prior to the FTDA was recognized in gross.
Under traditional trademark jurisprudence, the trademark right in the United States has no existence independent from the "goodwill appurtenant thereto" its use on or in connection with some good or service. 42 This means that the holder of a trademark must be able to specifically name the goods or services on which or with which the mark is used. Failing that, there are no trademark rights.
The FTDA changes this calculus. Under the FTDA, this close connection to the specific goods or services on which the mark is used is minimized and, perhaps, even extinguished. Once free of the goodwill that the mark has come to symbolize, trademark holders are able to treat the mark as a commodity and buy, sell, and hypothecate the mark freely. As we shall see below, 43 this is why non-famous, non-iconic marks not technically eligible for the FTDA struggle to make arguments in litigation that they are famous when they, in fact, are not.
U.S.C.
125(c)(1) (2012) (emphasis added). The italicized portion demonstrates that the dilution right is one in gross with no connection to the goodwill or commerce represented by the mark. 
38.
DILUTION LITERATURE
The record is replete with consistent literature critical of the FTDA.
4 4 There is a plethora of well-placed and well-reasoned articles that criticize the FTDA. 45 It is extremely difficult to find any that support the FTDA. It is safe to say that authors of this literature (mostly academics) today do not support the FTDA.
The supporters of the FTDA were and remain practicing attorneys and their surrogate, the International Trademark Association ("INTA"). 46 For all the positives that INTA has provided in supporting and encouraging knowledge and information about brands and brand management, its irrational support of trademark dilution in light of all of this contrary literature is peculiar. As INTA remains an organization formed by, for and with trademark holders in mind, it is not surprising that they would support a cause of action that seems to expand the scope of their domain. However, with all of this contrary literature, one wonders to whom they are listening. Further, the FTDA has, in the end, done more harm than good for the cause of recognizing and protecting legitimate trademark rights.
I mean no specific criticism of INTA as it has done my and other academics' careers great favors. I merely point out an interesting disconnect. That is, generally speaking, authors of literature on the FTDA are opposed to the FTDA and trademark holders support it. That is, there is a great divide in trademark jurisprudence in the United States 44. "Literature" here is defined as law review articles. The criticisms of the FTDA are not on the margins or remote. The attacks are central to the organization of the United States' judicial system and central to the Lanham Act. These attacks have been wellreasoned and vigorously argued. Yet, they fall on the deaf ears of INTA, the practicing bar, and, most importantly, Congress.
45
I have written several articles pointing out the conceptual problems with trademark dilution. 48 If I were alone, it might be understandable why I was ignored; however, I am far from alone. In fact, an entire subgroup or cottage-industry among academics has developed since 1996 which focuses on pointing out the jurisprudential flaws of trademark dilution.
Since 54 One article even persuasively argued that dilution doctrine is not consistent with the First Amendment."
I am not na've enough to believe that any practicing attorney would read or specifically rely on any law review article. For a long time in the United States, there has been a belief that legal literature has nothing to teach the practicing bar and, therefore, it largely goes discounted if not entirely ignored. However, rarely is the disconnect as large as it is with trademark dilution literature. With commentators telling INTA and the practicing bar that not only are they on the wrong side of history, but, also, on the wrong side of a rational and reasonable development of the very law they practice, it is peculiar that it goes ignored and ignored vociferously (if that is possible).
INTA not only ignores the academic critiques of dilution, but also actively and aggressively supports its adoption in other countries other than the United States.
Most importantly, Congress also ignores this literature. 57 As there are few academics or other authors of the literature who can afford to lobby Congress, it is easy to see how and why it is dismissed. This Article is a call to Congress to take this literature into account when contemplating trademark dilution and, hopefully, repealing it. If Congress were to read and think about some of this literature, it would surely give it pause. The literature is direct and openly hostile to the FTDA. One of the earliest articles warned that dilution protection poses "an anticompetitive threat to market efficiency and consumer welfare."" A student comment prophetically predicted that:
One of the primary motivations for enactment of a federal dilution law was to provide a single, nationwide solution to the problems of patchwork protection against the gradual erosion of a mark's distinctiveness. Because dilution is difficult to pin down and impossible to measure, the FTDA necessarily suffers from some vagueness. This in turn makes a uniform, nationwide solution unlikely, at least until a significant FTDA case reaches the Supreme Court.
9
Of course, that Supreme Court case did arise in Moseley, but Congress overruled that case with the TDRA. 60 At any rate, a uniform, national standard still eludes us as the appellate courts still apply the FTDA disparately."
Perhaps the most prophetic article was written in 1991, well before the adoption of the FTDA. It claimed that trademark dilution provided an overly broad scheme that would be counterproductive in the end. Again, a student note sums up the fight against the FTDA rather succinctly as follows:
Dilution protection is a largely unnecessary and costly safeguard that can undermine the objectives of trademark law by producing anticompetitive results. A likelihood of dilution determination is conceptually difficult to apply and as a result courts rely on it unnecessarily. In addition, the injury is speculative and difficult to measure.
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Rebecca Tushnet makes a central attack on the constitutional legitimacy of trademark dilution as follows:
Though the cognitive theory of dilution is internally consistent and appeals to the authority of science, it does not rest on sufficient empirical evidence to justify its adoption. Moreover, the harms it identifies do not generally come from commercial competitors but 
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from free speech about trademarked products. As a result, even a limited dilution law should be held unconstitutional under current First Amendment commercial-speech doctrine. In the absence of constitutional invalidation, the cognitive explanation of dilution is likely to change the law for the worse. Rather than working like fingerprint evidence -which ideally produces more evidence about already-defined crimes -psychological explanations of dilution are more like economic theories in antitrust, which changed the definition of actionable restraints of trade. Given the empirical and normative flaws in the cognitive theory, using it to fill dilution's theoretical vacuum would be a mistake. There is not even common ground on who is the appropriate fact finder in a dilution case, a judge or a jury.
6 5 Some see the judiciary being resistant to application of dilution principles because it grossly expands trademark rights based on non-traditional trademark rationales.
6 Some have even challenged whether dilution provides a remedy where there is 61 no injury.
Some have expanded the criticism of the TDRA for inappropriately extending dilution protection to descriptive marks and broadening its application to trade dress all in a manner that is inconsistent with prevailing case law which takes a more restrictive approach." Some have empirically pointed out that borrowing of truly famous trademarks (the presumed harm in dilution) very rarely actually happens. 69 Or that the requisite showing of fame is obtuse at best."' Or even worry about whether dilution protection will lead to an apoplectic world where everything, the moon, the sun, etc., are owned and in which exclusive rights are claimed." 
1000-02 (2003).
Perhaps the best defense of trademark dilution appeared in a 2004 article. 2 This article argued that the claims that trademark dilution are somehow mystical and incomprehensible are largely misplaced. Rather than focusing on defining the verb used (likelihood or actual) to modify the noun (dilution), we should focus on the fact that a qualitative weighing (comparing trademarks) has always occurred in trademark infringement jurisprudence. The test of likelihood of dilution or actual dilution is less relevant than the idea that this qualitative weighing take place. Does the junior mark interfere somehow with the senior mark? If so, the author argues, "[d]ilution should no longer be seen as a mystical construct, but instead should take its rightful place alongside the traditional confusion-based theory with which it shares more in common than has heretofore been acknowledged."" Professor Barton Beebe also provides a defense of the TDRA by claiming it is "a sensible and progressive reform of American federal antidilution protection." 7 4 Professor Beebe, being one of a very few number of academic commentators who have written positively about dilution, nevertheless is very careful of his support. He urges courts to avoid impenetrable words like "dilution" and focus, instead, on two, distinct causes of action provided for in the TDRA: anti-tarnishment protection and anti-blurring protection. 5 Perceived this way, Professor
Beebe argues, it provides a sustainable model of meaningful protection for trademark holders. 6 However, Beebe is also cognizant of the fact that the existence of the FTDA gives actors incentives "to find in the term 'dilution' a receptacle for all imaginable harms to their marks." Additionally, others claim to be able to show statistically that dilution is a real thing.7
However, it is clear that the vast majority of the hundreds of articles produced regarding the controversial topic of trademark dilution have viewed it negatively. These articles are all published and readily available. However, the practicing bar manifested by INTA remains steadfastly supportive of the dilution cause of action.
See generall)
IV. CONGRESS'S UNWAVERING SUPPORT FOR THE FTDA
Congressional support of the FTDA has also been replete if not vociferous. The narrative created around dilution when it was being originally drafted and then amended was that there was a major economic harm that was going unaddressed that, if not addressed, would have major consequences for American corporations, even though those consequences were never spelled out in any way relying on verifiable data." When the FTDA was being introduced, the House Report attached to the Bill stated, in part:
Moreover, the recently concluded Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, including Trade in Counterfeit Goods ("TRIPS") which was part of the Uruguay Round of the GATT agreement includes a provision designed to provide dilution protection to famous marks. Thus, enactment of this bill will be consistent with the terms of the agreement, as well as the Paris Convention, of which the U.S. also a member.
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That is, the House Report contemplates that the FTDA is "consistent" with TRIPS.
The Senate apparently felt the same way:
Moreover, Mr. President, the GATT agreement includes a provision designed to provide dilution protection to famous marks. Thus, enactment of this bill will be consistent with the terms of the agreement, as well as the Paris Convention, of which the United States is also a member. Passage of a Federal dilution statute, Mr. President, would also assist the executive branch in its bilateral and multilateral negotiations with other countries to secure greater protection for the famous marks owned by U.S. companies. Foreign countries are reluctant to change their laws to protect famous U.S. marks if the United States does not afford special protection for such marks.
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As a further statement from Senator Leahy makes clear, the United States considered dilution protection to be a bargaining chip with our trading partners: Mr. President, passage of this bill is part of our effort to improve intellectual property protection around the world. I hope that it will serve to improve trademark enforcement domestically and serve as a model for our trading partners overseas....
We intend for this legislation to strengthen the hand of our international negotiators from the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative and the Department of Commerce as they press for bilateral and multilateral agreements to secure greater protection for the world famous marks of our U.S. companies. Foreign countries should no longer argue that we do not protect our marks from dilution, nor seek to excuse their own inaction against practices that are destructive of the distinctiveness of U.S. marks within their borders.
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With remarkably imprecise language, INTA also supported the FTDA as if it were an "international norm" as follows:
The enactment of a proposed federal dilution statute would also harmonize U.S. trademark law with that of other nations and assist our country's trade negotiators in persuading other countries to protect famous trademarks owned by U.S. companies. . . . Other countries, including some of our major trading partners, recognize the wisdom of dilution statutes. Canada has protected famous marks from dilution since 1953. More recently, Japan, Spain, Greece, and Venezuela have adopted dilution laws. 83 From this representation, one would think that the United States was grossly trailing other countries' enlightened adoption of dilution protection in 1996. In 1993, Japan did adopt a statutory revision that has come to be identified as providing for dilution-like protection, but, in 1996, there were, as of yet, no Japanese cases that applied this statutory revision in this manner. In addition, the Japanese term for "dilution" ("MrR") appears in no statute, including in the so-called dilution statute. In fact, the Japanese statute merely states as follows: "[T]he act of using Goods or Other Appellations of another that are identical with, or similar to, another person's famous Goods or Other Appellations"8 4 is an infringement.
It is easy today to see this provision as dilution-like protection, but, in 1996, there was no real indication that it would or should be interpreted as such. In fact, as a provision of the Unfair Competition Prevention Act ("UCPA"), it could easily be applied to far broader acts of unfair competition other than trademark dilution.
8 5 Most importantly, the Japanese statute is silent on competition. Dilution is said to apply to situations where there is no competition between the parties. 6 That is, dilution protection is granted specifically when there is no competition regardless of confusion. As the Japanese statute provides no express language on the role of competition, it is a stretch to call this dilutionlike protection as this appears in the UCPA.
The Canadian statute has provided dilution-like protection since 1953; however, until 2006 this provision went largely ignored by the Canadian courts. 87 In Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin v. Boutiques Cliquot, Lteed.," the court did grant an injunction as it found that the defendant's conduct "is likely to have the effect of depreciating the value of the goodwill."
89 This case arose in 2006. In 1996, it would be rather disingenuous to represent to Congress that Canada had a dilution-like statute when it had never been applied in any specific case.
Of course, as Spain and Greece are part of the European Union, their national laws on trademarks become somewhat confused. However, the statement in 1995 that Spain protected trademarks from dilution is simply incorrect. The first Spanish trademark law that protected famous marks from dilution occurred in 2001.90 Greek trademark dilution commenced in 1994. 91 Therefore, INTA's testimony to Congress in 1995 that Japan, Canada, Spain, and Greece had enacted trademark dilution laws, implying that the United States was delayed in adopting such a statute and was under some international pressure to comply, rather than far out front, was either a fabrication, a misrepresentation or simply disingenuousness. At any rate, this testimony that seems to have been instrumental in getting Congress to pass the FTDA was inaccurate. More accurate would have been to say that the United States was the leader in the effort to get other nations to adopt a dilution statute. More accurate yet would be to say that INTA believed that protecting American famous marks from a theoretical harm by granting broad trademark rights beyond what any country had theretofore recognized was somehow the normative goal.
As will be explicated below, this theoretical harm, also known as dilution, either never actually occurs 92 or occurs so infrequently that there are nearly no reported cases in the United States. That is, the actual world leader in this cause of action has led other countries into an abyss where trademark rights are unlimited, where competition is irrelevant, and where the objective is to commodify and hypothecate the trademark.
3 These goals are inconsistent with the objective of trademark protection-to prevent one manufacturer from representing itself as the source of a good or service when it is not.
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The TRIPS Agreement was signed and ratified in 1994.95 The TRIPS Agreement has become the most important international agreement on the international harmonization of intellectual property laws around the world." Whether the FTDA was "consistent" with the 92. Heald & Brauneis, supra note 45, at 2533 ("We conclude by examining the stillwidespread phenomenon of brand sharing and find that recent psychological studies help explain why the harm allegedly caused by unauthorized sharing (denominated 'dilution' by Congress) is unlikely ever to occur."). 
See infra
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United States' obligations under the TRIPS Agreement deserves some thought and analysis as the above representations were made that the FTDA was consistent with the United States' obligations under the TRIPS Agreement. In fact, it is not consistent with TRIPS and it is an odd bargaining chip. The relevant portion of the TRIPS Agreement reads as follows:
Article 6bis [related to the protection of famous marks] of the Paris Convention (1967) shall apply, inutatis mutandis, to goods or services which are not similar to those in respect of which a trademark is registered, provided that use of that trademark in relation to those goods or services would indicate a connection between those goods or services and the owner of the registered trademark and provided that the interests of the owner of the registered trademark are likely to be damaged by such use.
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The emphasized language "indicate a connection between" in Article 16-3 quoted above" is inconsistent with both the FTDA and courts' application of the doctrine. In this regard, the FTDA states:
Subject to the principles of equity, the owner of a famous mark that is distinctive, inherently or through acquired distinctiveness, shall be entitled to an injunction against another person who, at any time after the owner's mark has become famous, commences use of a mark or trade name in commerce that is likely to cause dilution by blurring or dilution by tarnishment of the famous mark, regardless of the presence or absence of actual or likely confision, of competition, or of actual economic injuy.
Here, the emphasized portion claims that this cause of action attaches "regardless" of the "connection" Article 16-3 of the TRIPS requires. That is, the two are very inconsistent. The Lanham Act dilution cause of action is much broader than that contemplated under TRIPS. Under TRIPS, a "connection" must be shown; under the Lanham Act, the cause of action attaches "regardless" of any connection. Another word for the "connection" contemplated by the TRIPS Agreement would, of course, be "confusion as to source," precisely what the FTDA expressly excludes.
In That is, there was no question that Victoria's Secret's trademark was famous.
In
Victoria's Secret's trademark infringement claim was dismissed by summary judgment at trial and Victoria's Secret did not appeal this issue."' However, noting the tarnishing effect that the Moseleys's use would have on the Victoria's Secret mark, the court held in favor of Victoria's Secret on their dilution claim and issued an injunction against the Moseleys, and the Sixth Circuit affirmed.
12
The question on appeal to the Supreme Court was whether or not a plaintiff claiming dilution had to show objective evidence of actual dilution or whether the standard for dilution was a "likelihood of dilution.""' There had been a split in the Circuits on this specific issue. The Fourth,'' 4 Fifth,"' and Seventh"' Circuits required actual dilution, while the Second'' and Sixth"' Circuits had held that a likelihood of U.S. 418. Of course, the last thing Victoria's Secret would want is to claim that the Moseleys were in competition with Victoria's Secret. the requisite claim to a trademark infringement action. That is, to claim there was competition with the Moseleys, Victoria's Secret would have to claim that the hardcore porn store competed with its softcore image. As such, they had no interest in appealing the infringement claim. However, Victoria's Secret has subsequently started a line of products it has labeled "Victoria's Little Secrets" for fragrances. Moseley, 259 F.3d. at 467-68, 471- It took Congress a few years to act but act they did and definitively stamped out this interpretation of the Supreme Court.
112.
2 1 In the TDRA of 2006, Congress made the test "the likelihood of dilution" rather than "actual dilution." who make a living making spurious and good faith arguments that every mark is famous. Congress passed the TDRA of 2006, overruling the most sensible trademark dilution judicial case to date. Now, the standard for determining if dilution has occurred is to look to the "likelihood of dilution."12 Although there is nice symmetry here because it comports with the standard for trademark infringement of "likelihood of confusion," it further encourages speculation because it is unworkably vague.128
A likelihood of confusion is determined by looking at multiple, non-exhaustive factors that each circuit court has developed.1 29 These tests range from the specific to the broad, but they have been relied on for a long time to make reasonable estimations of when consumers presume that a good or service emanates from one entity when, in fact, it comes from a different entity, the "Law of the Profits" of trademark jurisprudence, as Learned Hand said.' Specific, well-accepted elements of evidence can be relied upon in court to make out this claim. Surveys can be conducted. Direct testimony about when consumers are likely to be confused can be elucidated and articulated. Although, obviously also subject to the whims of client advocacy, surveys have the appearance of providing objective evidence of whether confusion is likely. Prospective in nature, the likelihood of confusion test has been a cornerstone of trademark jurisprudence for a long time.
It has turned out to be extremely complex and controversial to develop a reliable survey, adopted by courts, that tests whether a mark is diluted."' After all, how could you ask an unsuspecting survey respondent if use of a famous mark by a non-related entity contributes to the winnowing away of the distinctive capacity of the famous mark? Wouldn't the survey taker need to educate the respondent about years of non-competing uses'? Somehow, the respondent would, all on its own to avoid a leading question, have to say, "Wait, now the scales have been tipped and this use goes too far."
The United States courts had a difficult time accepting that trade dress claims were nothing more than trademarks for the shape of goods. If the test for trademark dilution is going to be a likelihood of dilution, where are the cases that should be filling in what in the world this means? If it is going to have symmetry with trademark infringement, we would logically expect courts to come up with specific, multi-factored, non-exhaustive lists for when a mark is diluted. This provides legitimacy for the courts. The court, in essence, pushed the analysis through the multi-factored test and comes up with a reasoned conclusion.
In the United States, the least sustainable judicial decision is an arbitrary one. 132 Without a test for dilution, how is it that all determinations by courts are not simply arbitrary and, therefore, illegitimate?
Congress waded into this conversation when it mandated that the test in dilution cases be a "likelihood of dilution."' 3 Congress abdicated its responsibility by not telling us what a "likelihood of dilution" means or how to test for it. And, of course, it would have if it could have. Given the nebulous nature of dilution itself, Congress apparently left for courts to fill in how to answer the ridiculous question of "likelihood of dilution." When Congress cannot explain when a mark is diluted and courts either cannot or will not, is it fair to maintain such a law? In addition, Congress is at complete odds with most academic commentary regarding dilution law. At best, Congress is not objective. Presumptively, academics are objective. The objective judgment of a vast majority of academics is that the dilution law ought to be repealed.
V. DATA ON REPORTED DILUTION CASES
As practitioners increasingly claim both trademark dilution and trademark infringement in the same case, it is becoming increasingly difficult to collect reliable data on when dilution is the principle cause of action in any given case. Of course, practitioners are merely attempting to cover all of their bases and do not want to leave anything out for fear of appearing incompetent or, worse, being found liable for malpractice if they forget or exclude a viable cause of action. The problem is that trademark dilution jurisprudence is so fluid that it has become impossible for an average practitioner to determine when it applies and when it does not apply. Therefore, the dilution cause of action is added to complaints with no regard to whether there is competition and is most often pled on the same operative facts as the infringement cause of action. In reality, if dilution adds anything to the plaintiff's case, it ought to be pled on separate facts. If the same operative facts are relied upon to plead a dilution cause of action as an infringement cause of action, it leaves commentators to wonder what was added with the FTDA. That is, if a court does not accept the plaintiff s claim to competition between the parties, the plaintiff can rely on the dilution cause of action regardless of competition and regardless of confusion.
134 That was what the FTDA was supposed to add to trademark litigation. That practitioners are relying on the FTDA even when they have established competition and do not rely on separate operative facts indicates that they remain confused as to when and why the FTDA ought to apply.
That being the case, it is difficult to parse out the true dilution cases from the mix of the many cases that are actually infringement cases but where dilution is also claimed. By reading each case closely, one finds the following results-of all reported trademark cases' between 1996 and 2015, the following number of reported cases included a dilution claim with a claim for infringement: This data supports the conclusion that before the Moseley case, exclusive dilution cases were frequently reported, but since the Moseley case, even with the adoption of the TDRA, there are very few dilution cases that get reported. It may be that dilution does not occur as Paul Justin Heald and Bob Brauneis asserted 13 1 or that dilution cases are no longer reported. The one thing that can be said with some certainty is that the FTDA is not seen as a judicial priority any longer. This, of course, begs the question of why it has fallen into disrepute or why judges do not mark dilution cases as "for publication." The answer to that conundrum is beyond the scope of this Article, but, in the vein of "I told you so," I suspect the judiciary is uncomfortable with the broad right granted by the FTDA, 13 1 they do not understand it,140 or the cases Cir. 1989 ) (finding that the appropriate population for finding similarity is the reified TV announcer but the appropriate population to find fame is society at large).
are not there to report. That is, dilution may be occurring but dilution cases are no longer being reported.
VI. THE COMMODIFICATION OF TRADEMARKS
A. Famous Marks
When considering trademark dilution in the United States, one must differentiate between famous trademarks, iconic marks, and not famous trademarks. The FTDA is responsible for generating this distortion in trademark jurisprudence. When famous, 14 1 the trademark holder may take advantage of the FTDA.1 4 2 If not, the trademark holder is not supposed to be able to rely on the FTDA,14 although advocates often make claims that any mark is famous. However, the concept of fame itself appears to be on a nebulous sliding scale where a mark can be famous and another mark can be really famous or iconic. When iconic, the distorted trademark jurisprudence becomes even more perverted. There are no provisions in the Lanham Act that address trademarks which become iconic.
GOOGLE is a good example of an iconic mark for which the rules of trademark doctrine change based on the iconic status of the mark. In Elliot v. Google Inc., 1 4 4 the District Court in Arizona seemingly became star struck by the fame of the GOOGLE mark and, through tortured reasoning, found the mark GOOGLE not generic, not a verb, and a valid and enforceable mark, based on very little actual, non-opinion evidence.' 45 I am not making the foolish claim that the GOOGLE mark 
Id. § 1 125(c)(2)(A)(i)-(iv).
Id. § 1125(c)(1).
143. Id. (stating that the cause of action applies to "the owner of a famous mark"). 
Id. at 1175.
is not iconic, just that the court in Elliot based its conclusion on rather suspicious reasoning. Even though the GOOGLE mark is pronounced the same as the generic word "googol," which means 10 to the 100th power, GOOGLE has become an iconic search engine on the Internet. 1 4 6 That is, the trademark GOOGLE was derived from the generic word, "googol."' 4 7 A simple misspelling of a generic word does not, normally, render it a distinctive trademarkl 48 as the traditional doctrine in trademark law is once generic, always generic.
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As the sound, meaning, and appearancelso of "googol" became "google," it so resembled the generic word that it would have been difficult to argue that it was distinctive of that original word. In order to use a generic word arbitrarily and, therefore, create inherently distinctive trademark rights, the use would have to be distinctive of that word's original meaning. "' That is, GOOGLE would need to mean something other than a googol.
In fact, that is hard to imagine as Google Inc. presumptively set out to create a fast search engine with great capacity. That is, a search engine with googols of speed and capacity. As such, GOOGLE was never arbitrary.1 52 It was a suggestive mark. (discussing a secondary meaning of the word "Safari").
152. An arbitrary mark is a common English word used in such a different manner that it has nothing to do with the products on which is it used. An example is Apple brand computers. Cf id at 9 n.6 ('"Ivory' would be generic when used to describe a product made from the tusks of elephants but arbitrary as applied to soap.").
153. A suggestive mark is one that suggests the quality or attribute of some good or service rather than be totally distinctive from source. See id at 10-11.
recognize that GOOGLE is a designated source, not simply claiming to be a fast search engine with large capacity.
Of course, GOOGLE has today become an iconic mark; however, at its inception Google Inc. merely used a misspelling of a generic word suggestively. As such, GOOGLE had inherent distinctiveness from the start.
15 That is, Google Inc. began its masterful job of using and applying trademark jurisprudence to its advantage from the very beginning or manipulating it to serve its interests.
On July 8, 1998 when GOOGLE was in its infancy, Larry Page, one of the founders of GOOGLE said, "Have fun and keep googling."
This is the type of generic use of the trademark by the claimant himself that would usually destroy trademark rights as it did for ASPIRIN'1 5 and CELLOPHANE.
15
' To determine if the mark has become generic, courts look to the holder's usage to determine if the holder used it appropriately.
15 9 That is, when there is evidence in the record that the very claimant of the mark used it as a generic word, courts will likely find the mark to be generic.' 0 The English language word "googol" still refers to 10 to the 100th power, no matter what Google Inc. does with the similar appellation. That is, there is also an inherent conflict in the law versus Google Inc. here, as the black letter law rule is that once generic, always generic.' In the case of GOOGLE, it is not difficult to imagine, for example, a time when computer speed reaches a "googol." Every manufacturer of such a fast computer will have a competitive need' 6 2 to refer to her computer as one that works at a "googol pace," or some such reference. This such reference, although currently a nominative fair use under trademark doctrine, 1 6 3 may be perceived as dilutive conduct by Google Inc. in the future and they may attempt to foreclose such use.
However, the court in Elliot never mentioned the generic word "googol." In a case challenging the trademark GOOGLE for being generic, it seems disingenuous to never mention the generic word "googol." After all, once googol was generic, it is supposed to always be generic, or so the black letter law doctrine informs us.'
64 If two marks sound, mean, or appear the same, trademark doctrine would consider them the same.' 5 Therefore, the mere misspelling of GOOGLE from googol is irrelevant to this analysis. In Elliot, the court analyzed the phrase "go google it" and attempted to determine if use of "google" as a verb was generic simply because it was used as a verb as Elliot claimed.' 6 6 The court came to the conclusion that "go google it" can be both an indiscriminate verb usage and a discriminate verb usage.'1 6 Indiscriminate verb use, the court stated, is where the purchaser does not care from where the good or service emanates.1 6 8
Discriminate use amounts to the use of a trademark as a verb but the consumer still cares from where the goods or services emanate. '
9
The court appropriately stated that the statutory standard is for it to determine the "primary significance" of the mark.'
70 If the mark primarily indicates the product, the mark is generic; if the mark primarily indicates the producer, it is a valid trademark."' Purchaser motivation is expressly not the test of genericism under the Lanham Act.' 72 The courts are not to look at why someone bought the good or service, they are supposed to look to see what the primary significance of the mark was to them when confronted with the mark. A consumer only needs to know that the mark identifies a consistent source."' The consumer does not need to know or "care" what the source is. The court's two-step dance around discriminate and indiscriminate verb usage is merely another way of inquiring and relying upon customer motivation. Factors to be considered when determining if a trademark is generic include the "(1) competitors' use of the mark, (2) plaintiffs use of the mark, (3) dictionary definitions, (4) media usage, (5) testimony of persons in the trade, and (6) consumer surveys."l 7 4 However, because the court viewed this test through the lens of discriminate/indiscriminate verb usage, its conclusions apply to purchaser motivation, not the primary significance of the mark. There is a long line of cases' 7 and an express amendment' 7 6 to the Lanham Act that dismiss purchaser motivation as a relevant element when a court analyzes a mark for genericism. As it is not likely that the court in Elliot was unaware of this case law and amendment to the Lanham Act, it begs the question of what motivated the court to find the legal realism"' result of appearing to know the outcome (GOOGLE is not generic) and then fashioning the outcome to match that expectation. The evidence relied upon by the court in Elliot was not the most compelling. Regarding the element of dictionary definitions, the court did find in favor of Elliot by concluding that in dictionaries, even if they are heavily influenced by Google Inc., "the word google carries meaning as an indiscriminate verb.""' In other words, the court in Elliot found the dictionary definitions to lend itself to a finding that the GOOGLE mark was generic.
In doing so, the court relied on current dictionary references, which have largely been influenced by Google Inc."' As such, these references are not reliable. The court points out that all cited dictionary references 173. Klieger, supra note 2, at 790 ("Where, as is often the case today, consumers do not know or even care to know the exact origin of goods or services bearing a particular trademark, trademarks serve as markers of consistent source and quality."). include a reference of google as the name of a search engine."' Regarding Elliot's claims that Google Inc. influenced the dictionary entries, the court gratuitously called such claims "scurrilous attacks unsupported by admissible evidence.""' Google Inc.'s enforcement efforts in this regard are quite well-known in the industry. 182 This conduct by Google Inc. is so pervasive that a court might even take judicial notice of it happening and not require admissible evidence, it is odd for the court to go so far as to label such obvious conduct as a "scurrilous attack." 1 3 After all, the dictionary meaning of "scurrilous" is "making or spreading scandalous claims about someone with the intention of damaging their reputation." 84 To call Elliot's assertion that Google Inc. is obviously influencing the dictionary definition of "google" "scurrilous" is to demonstrate the court's bias in Google Inc.'s favor. That is, GOOGLE is too big to fail.
However, regarding the claimant's use of the mark, the court was apparently confused or misled. This element should be focused on how the claimant itself used the mark."
8 The point, of course, is that it would be unreasonable to sustain a trademark if the holder of the mark itself failed to use the mark as a mark. Cir. 1979 ) ("If the plaintiffs used the mark from the very beginning in a way that the public connected the term with the service rather than with the server, then they have contributed to the genericness of the term."). Mail' has been and continues to be used by AOL and by others to alert online subscribers that there is electronic e-mail in their electronic mailboxes, and no more. This functional use of words within the heartland of their ordinary meaning cannot give rise to a trademark for the e-mail service when it is no more than the announcement of the arrival of a message.").
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evidence in the record' 89 that might lead a court to conclude that the mark was used generically by the holder and, as such, a court might be justified in finding GOOGLE to be generic. The court merely skipped this analysis.
Regarding the media usage of the mark GOOGLE, the court made an odd presumption that the media never refers to an Internet "search engine as a 'google,"' and, therefore, the media usage does not indicate the mark has become generic.
9 0 This statement, however, is inconsistent with the evidence presented to the court. For a court that is obsessed with finding discriminate or indiscriminate verb usage of the mark and presumes that the answer to this question will lead it to the promise land of a determination of genericism, the court now shifts to thinking about the mark as a noun, with absolutely no indication that it has done so. For this element for this court, the mark GOOGLE would be found generic if it had become the noun for Internet search engines. As this is a new twist to this case, there appears to be no effort made by Elliot to determine if it is now a noun or not. This is a further indication that the court's focus on grammar can only show purchaser motivation, not the primary significance of the mark.
In what may have appeared to be a mundane case to the court about a remarkably famous trademark versus a cybersquatter, much more is actually at stake. Because the court seemed to be overly impressed with the fame of the GOOGLE mark or because Elliot relied nearly exclusively on the argument that using a mark as a verb always renders the mark generic, the court got sloppy. The court appeared convinced that the distinction between discriminate and indiscriminate verb usage was a distinction with a difference when analyzing when a trademark has become or was generic. Again, this false distinction created the impression for the court that one (discriminate) verb use acted like trademark use and the other (indiscriminate) use did not. This false distinction masks the actual role of the court in such an analysis. The actual role of the court is to determine the primary significance of the mark, not the purpose behind the use of the mark as a verb or, its equivalent, purchaser motivation. And, maybe more telling, is the fact that the court seems to have ignored GOOGLE as a noun. If a trademark becomes any part of speech, its primary significance is arguably no longer to act as a mark but, instead, to act as a generic English language word. This masking becomes possible when GOOGLE is iconic. When famous and iconic, the court seems to have put its responsibility aside and, in true legal realism terms, knew what result it needed to arrive at and arrived at that result. GOOGLE was famous and iconic, not generic and invalid.
The point of this analysis is not to attempt to show that GOOGLE is generic or that the court came to the normatively wrong conclusion. The point of this analysis is to demonstrate how the fame of the GOOGLE mark misdirected the court's analysis. The fame of the mark, in fact, overshadowed the analysis. That is, fame continues to cause problems for United States' trademark jurisprudence. This is the very same fame that it codified in the FTDA. Naturally, there are stronger trademarks and weaker trademarks; however, when the fame of the mark becomes the driving purpose of the mark, not the mark's capacity to identify source, we forget the actual purpose of trademark jurisprudence. The source indicating function of the trademark has always been paramount. When fame takes over, the mark becomes a commodity and fame becomes the goal as, when famous, the rules change. When famous (and iconic), the rules change as was made apparent in Elliot.
If, for the sake of argument, we do not accept the court's perverted analysis regarding the discriminate/indiscriminate verb usage, Elliot does seem to have some cognizable interests or, at least, some very good arguments to be made. The first is that GOOGLE is derived from the word "googol," a generic word. Any analysis has to overcome this fact. It can be overcome by Google Inc. demonstrating that GOOGLE was inherently distinctive as a suggestive mark and, in addition, has acquired a remarkable amount of secondary meaning; however, the further black letter law of genericism is that no amount of secondary meaning will save a mark from genericisim."' Likewise, no matter how inherently distinctive the mark is from the outset, generic use by the proponent of the mark would usually result in a finding of genericism.1 9 2 Google Inc. seems to be guilty all along of generic use of GOOGLE. This may be another place where the iconic nature of the mark trumps historical doctrine or, at least, works to mask it and mislead the court. The record is replete with examples of companies using trademarks inappropriately and then losing trademark rights to a finding of genericism or successfully wrestling the trademark back from the brink of a genericism finding.
1 9 3 That is, it is the use of the trademark that is usually analyzed in a trademark genericism challenge as it is always the significance to the consuming public that should be the focus of the analysis, not some trumped up redefinition of the dual roles that verbs might play in the English language just to save an iconic mark from a finding of genericism.
Of course, it is difficult to imagine the GOOGLE mark as generic. Google Inc. has, of course, invested much time, money, and energy in succeeding to create an iconic brand. It is hard to imagine a court coming to the conclusion that GOOGLE was generic. The point here is not necessarily to argue that GOOGLE is generic but only that the court in Elliot failed to do its job in analyzing the primary significance of the mark, got caught up in the fame of the mark, and came to the conclusion that purchaser motivation in the discriminate use of the verb "go google it" was the appropriate analysis. That is, the court's "discriminate verb usage" is nothing different than purchaser motivation. When dealing with a famous, iconic mark like GOOGLE, it is demonstratively quite easy for the court to be led astray in its analysis. The court had an outcome it desired to reach and it reached that outcome. Although the court appropriately stated that the primary significance of the mark was the test to determine genericism, it utterly failed in any attempt to actually apply that test.
The court in Elliot"' did actually attempt to sort through the various types of other evidence that might educate it about the primary significance of the mark by looking at "dictionary usage; mark-holder usage; competitor usage; media usage; and consumer surveys."'i 9 Many other such iconic trademarks in the United States have this type of star power; however, if not famous, the generic use of the mark as a verb usually destroys trademark significance when it is done by the trademark claimant or by purchasers.1 9 6 It seems that, again, it is the mere fame of the mark which dictates a different analysis. Once famous, 194. Although trademark dilution was claimed in Elliot, the court focused on the claim of genericism, as the motion before it was to cancel the trademark GOOGLE, and so it did not reach a determination of the dilution claim. See Elliot, 45 F. Supp. 3d at 1160, 1175. 195. Id. at 1170-73. trademarks get treated differently in the United States. This might be good and appropriate; however, nowhere in the Lanham Act other than the FTDA does it state that famous marks should be treated differently than non-famous marks. The FTDA leads courts to a trifurcation of the concept of fame: (1) non-famous marks; (2) famous marks; and (3) iconic marks. Iconic marks operate like a magnet to lead courts astray of standard trademark jurisprudence.
But see Microsoft Wants
This jurisprudence has been perverted by the FTDA. Attempting to make a mark famous or iconic acts to commodify the mark so that holders pursue the hypothecation value of a so-called famous mark rather than the remarkable ability of such marks to identify source.
B. Non-Famous Marks
The commodification of iconic trademarks in the United States too often affects non-famous marks as well. Holders of non-famous and non-iconic trademarks desire to move their trademarks from this "non" status to a more powerful position-a position of fame. In order to accomplish this objective, trademarks in the "non" category are treated by their holders as if they were famous. 197 As the concept of fame is so nebulous under United States law, creative attorneys make creative arguments to accomplish this task. These creative attorneys are encouraged to make creative arguments in the zealous representation of their clients' (what they perceive as) best interest. That is, even weak and descriptive marks are often times claimed to be famous by creative trademark counsel. 198 There is no downside to this type of speculation. 199 Through aggressive litigation tactics where trademark holders claim their marks were subject to dilution from non-competing entities, as these noncompeting entities acquiesced to these sometimes spurious claims, the scope of the claimed trademark grows. At some also nebulous point, these non-famous trademarks become subject to claims that they have become famous and all non-competitive use can be enjoined pursuant to the FTDA. 200 This is the gold-standard in trademark discourse. Savvy 
198.
See infra notes 200-09 and accompanying text. 199. In 5.5% of all reported trademark cases over the last decade, the defendant prevailed on its motion for summary judgment, a significantly higher percentage than in all litigation. Port, supra note 22, at 225-27, 231-32. However, in those cases where the defendant prevailed in its motion for summary judgment, Rule 11 sanctions were never found against the non-moving plaintiff. Id. at 232: see FED. R. CIv. P. 11. That is, plaintiffs are free to claim whatever they want, whether a reasonable claim or unreasonable under Rule 11 jurisprudence and never suffer any consequences. trademark holders work to make the mark famous and then, using the FTDA, shut down all non-competing uses. To the extent non-competing uses are eliminated, the hypothecated value of the trademark increases, which only further fuels speculation in the trademark.
Trademark counsel are free to claim any mark is famous and diluted." There is no check to this conduct. Third-party users, noncompetitors, and anyone interested in the use of the same or similar mark on unrelated goods and services, are often left in a difficult situation. They have no notice that someone might be making the (sometimes spurious) claim that the non-famous trademark was diluted. Trademark counsel can only search available databases and make gallant, if subjective, suppositions about whether a listed registered trademark has reached the requisite level of fame to trigger the FTDA. For better or worse, the issue of fame is left to the persuasive powers of each trademark attorney arguing each trademark matter.
All current incentives in United States trademark law are to claim a mark is famous as early as possible and, sometimes as cited above, in rather dubious circumstances. The commodification of the mark occurs when the motivation for protecting a mark switches from protecting the mark's source identification function to seeing the trademark as a financial asset where preventing all non-competing uses for a famous or non-famous mark furthers the hypothecation value of the trademark. To [T]his Court finds that plaintiffs mark is not famous and unworthy of protection under the new federal law. The slogan has only been used by plaintiff for nine years. Also plaintiff only uses the slogan in association with the store name Genovese. Therefore, in and of itself. the slogan is not inherently distinctive. Defendant is not employing plaintiff's mark by using the words "take good care." Moreover, as discussed above, the parties are not in direct competition. Hence, the Court finds that plaintiff is unlikely to succeed on the merits of its dilution claims. Id. (citations omitted). Of course, if the parties are not in direct competition, this case is most appropriately a dilution case, not exempted from dilution as the court seems to think. See, e.g., ArcSoft, Inc. v. Cyberlink Corp., 153 F. Supp. 3d 1057, 1067 (N.D. Cal. 2015) ("Given the high burden that a plaintiff faces in establishing that its mark is sufficiently famous to support a dilution claim, ArcSoft must plead more than conclusory assertions of fame to survive a motion to dismiss: it must plead facts that support a plausible inference that its [Perfect365] mark qualified as a household name by February 2014 (or whatever date is alleged as defendants' first use of the Infringing Marks). Because Arcsoft has not done so, the motion to dismiss the fourth and sixth causes of action for trademark dilution is GRANTED WITH LEAVE TO AMEND."); New World Sols., Inc. v. NameMedia Inc., 150 F. Supp. be sure, there are many instances where trademarks reach some requisite level of "fame" (such as GOOGLE) regardless of how fame is defined and applied. However, most trademarks are not objectively famous. Most trademarks are just trademarks with no iconic value. When counsel for even these non-famous, non-iconic trademarks claim that the trademark is famous, even non-famous marks are being used as a commodity, not as a source identifier.
Non-famous trademarks are not without a remedy for infringement. Non-famous trademarks can, and always do, rely on section 32 of the Lanham Act 20 2 to claim the trademark was infringed by a competitor using the same or similar mark on the same or similar goods. 20 3 As stated above, trademark dilution and trademark infringement are two mutually exclusive concepts. 204 Although this, too, has been perverted by zealous advocates for trademark holders where simply every conceivable cause of action is just tossed into a complaint without sufficient consideration, the original intent of the FTDA was to provide a cause of action where an alleged "gap" 205 in existing protection. If trademark dilution is coterminous with trademark infringement, after all, dilution provides nothing that infringement does not and, therefore, has become irrelevant.
Plaintiffs no longer feel confident enough of an exclusively dilution cause of action even if that is the true harm it is recognizing. Rather, dilution only comes up today as an add-on cause of action to an infringement claim.
2 o At best, again through the appropriate and zealous advocacy of trademark litigators, the bright line that used to exist between dilution and infringement has become blurred to the point of non-recognition.
Non-famous marks, therefore, are claimed to be famous for sometimes spurious reasons to increase the perceived value of the trademark. Trademark holders are encouraged to engage in this speculation because the broader use is acquiesced to, the more the trademark is worth in hypothecation, and the more reward it recognizes HOFSTR,4 LA WREVIEW [l from this speculation. Moving a trademark from a weak mark to a famous mark has many rewards. Not only can the holder of a weak mark that potentially becomes famous due to the acquiescence of others and, thereby, is enforced in an increasingly broader scope, but also the underlying value of the mark increases. That is, the basic objective of holders of non-famous marks is to increase the hypothecation value of the underlying mark, not to protect the mark's source identifying function.
This increase in hypothecation value becomes possible when the speculation in a mark's fame happens. This speculation is fueled by the bifurcated values attached to famous and non-famous marks. Quite naturally, famous marks are and should be granted broader enforcement rights when legitimately infringed. This has always been the trademark doctrine in the United States.
20 7 However, quite unnaturally, when nonfamous marks are claimed to be famous just to speculate and increase the hypothecation value of the mark rather than identify source, trademarks are being used as a commodity and bought, sold, and traded irrespective of the "goodwill appurtenant thereto."m It is the goodwill appurtenant thereto to which trademark jurisprudence applies. Trademark speculation of non-famous marks is a new addition to trademark claimants' motivations.
VII. CONCLUSION
The FTDA and related TDRA should be repealed. Each has encouraged a new fonrin of trademark speculation that used to be referred to as "trademark extortion" or "trademark bullying." This new form of trademark speculation converts the trademark itself into a commodity, which can be bought, sold, and invested in devoid of the goodwill with which it is used. Trademark rights in the United States must be used on or in association with some good or service. There are no trademark rights in gross. The FTDA creates these trademark rights in gross and that allows the trademark to be perceived by its holders as a commodity. Worse yet, holders of non-famous trademarks, trademarks that should 207. See Rierson, supra note 45, at 305 ("If dilution law is forced to justify its own existence on traditional trademark (i.e., economic) grounds, it almost certainly is a loser. The benefits gained by dilution enforcement, which are slim at best, are outweighed by the attendant costs, including those that are occasioned by the inevitable overreaching that it enables. If the holder of a famous trademark is injured by another's use of its mark, trademark infringement law, particularly in the breadth of its modern application, should be more than adequate to prevent real economic injury. Even in trademark infringement cases, the famous trademark holder can obtain injunctive relief without proving anything beyond a likelihood of confusion; harm is presumed.").
208. See supra note 42 and accompanying text.
not be taking advantage of the FTDA, become incentivized to become labeled "famous" and take advantage of the FTDA just to expand the scope of the trademarks and, in the process, convert even non-famous, non-iconic, regular trademarks into assets or commodities which can be hypothecated devoid of the source identifying function that the courts and the Lanham Act envisioned. When trademarks become commodities, we lose focus on the point of trademark law. In the end, trademark law is a consumer protection statute in the United States. It is intended to prevent consumers from being deceived as to the source or origin of a good or service. When we treat trademarks as commodities, we lose sight of the original purpose of trademark law. Trademark law stops being a consumer protection statute that is needed to keep transaction costs as low as possible so that purchasers pay the least possible for their goods or services, to a law by, for and with, trademark holders. For any healthy trademark system, there needs to be a balance between the trademark holder, consumers, and third parties. We need the trademark holder to invest in trademarks to reduce search costs; we need consumers to trust the system and make accurate purchases where they get what they wanted; we need third parties to be protected so that they will enter the market and we will have a healthy competitive economic environment.
When we commodify trademarks, the trademark holder wins this fight. We only look to the interests of the trademark holder and forget the needs of the consumer and the needs of third parties. When GOOGLE becomes too strong to fail, healthy trademark discourse is lost.
